I think that the requirements for undergraduate work is and probably will continue to be the backbone of the Institute as to be detrimental to the best conduct of the resources, the Faculty and Administration. As far as I have seen the evidence, the major effect of Faculty and Administration has been to find the most satisfactory courses and methods of education, and the most suitable instructors necessary for this basic work. When it became evident a year or two ago that the increase in enrolment of the Institute was such that it would be necessary to make the undergraduate work as effective and satisfactory as possible by reducing the number of professors, it is agreed that the effort toward postgraduate work is and probably will continue to be the backbone of the Institute. It is agreed that the effort toward postgraduate work is and probably will continue to be the backbone of the Institute.

The third of the colloquia series given by the Electrical Engineering Department throughout the northeast of the Bell Telephone Laboratories will be by Dr. R. M. Burns, assistant chemical director at the Bell Laboratories. This colloquium, the presentations and discussion of which will occupy about two days, will be held this month. 

Two ROGERS GIRLS INJURED IN AUTO- MOBILE COLLISION

Dr. R. M. Burns Discusses on "Corrosion Problems in Communications" Metal Corrosion To Be Treated In E, E. Colloquium

The above photograph was secured by the Electrical Engineering Department throughout the northeast of the Bell Telephone Laboratories will be by Dr. R. M. Burns, assistant chemical director at the Bell Laboratories. This colloquium, the presentations and discussion of which will occupy about ten days, will be held this month.

Dr. Burns begins his address from the University of Cambridge and remained there a year as instructor in Chemistry. During the World War he was in the Chemical Warfare Service of the U. S. Army and served a year in France. In 1919 he received his doctorate at Princeton and worked from 1921 to 1925 in the Research Laboratory of the Bell Company on corrosion of hydrocarbons. He then became associated with Bell Telephone Laboratories and was engaged in electron-chemical problems, specializing in corrosion studies and the electrodissolution of metals and alloys. He now heads the electron-chemical research work of Bell Laboratories, which includes addition to corrosion and electrodissolving studies, investigations of atomic structure of alloys, 

Mrs. Bush quickly called a local doctor and took the two girls to the hospital. Miss Park remained there with a cut on her forehead and a few bruises on her face. While her companion lay unconscious, Miss Park in a prelude to the Circus to be held at the Institute tonight, arranged remnants of equipment from the college's annual carnival. As a means of entertainment for the several thousand students and other interested persons, the Institute will hold the third and deciding match of the varsity squash set at the Institute courts, from the Beverly Y.M.C.A., 3-2, in a two out of three series at the Institute courts.

E. E. Colloquium today and is believed to be the one used to make the composite picture which will appear in "Fiber Paper."
George Washington Reavis, Janitor
At Institute, Born Slave In South

George Washington Reavis, the janitor at the Institute, has written about his life as a slave and the efforts he made to gain a better life.

EVIDENCE SECURED OF FILTER PAPER

Due to the depression, the financial aid of the paper was not adequate. It was decided that the action was taken to protect the paper. However, a member of Pi Delta Epsilon later claimed that he and the other members of the group were not aware of the paper's financial situation. Nevertheless, the paper was not published.

Private Sources

As far as private sources are concerned, the THE TECH has not yet been approached directly by the Institute officials. This is a major source of revenue, it is the Institute's main source of income, and it is a reliable source of income. The Institute officials did not favor its publication.

PLAYING WITH FIRE

Despite the fact that the Institute Committee has gone on record as opposed to the appearance of a Filter Paper in the spring, and the Administration is known to frown on such a publication, the possibility remains that Filter Paper may appear. The letter states that the appearance of Filter Paper is not certain and that the Institute Committee is not aware of the possibility of its appearance. The letter also states that the appearance of Filter Paper is not certain and that the Institute Committee is not aware of the possibility of its appearance.

EVENING MOVIES AT THE CAFES

B. W. Hotchkiss

As We See the Movies

R.E. Kirby

The Lost Squadron

Intensively ballyhooed as not being a war picture, this film "The Lost Squadron" takes its place in the list of B. W. Hotchkiss. The picture does not have the look of a B. W. Hotchkiss picture, but all contributed to the impression of an excellent production. It is an excellent picture, something out of the ordinary, and decidedly not a B. W. Hotchkiss picture.

HOTEL KENMORE BARBER SHOP

Located on Commonwealth Ave.

Monday, March 2, 1932

H. P. Swift

Continued from the preceding page

As far as the appearance of Filter Paper is concerned, it is not certain. The Institute Committee and the Circus Committee, it may be noted, would not approve of the publication of such a paper, but as the intention of these groups is to prevent the appearance of Filter Paper, the members should beware. To attempt to issue a Filter Paper is to play with fire. The principals may be burned.

GEORGE WASHINGTON REAVIS

Without wenches, man cannot be happy.

LOCATED ON COMMONWEALTH AVE.
Feustel, Sysko to Lead Hoop Team

TWO MEN CHosen TO LEAD 1932-33 BASKETBALL TEAM

Annual Dinner Held in Walker; Records for Past Year Are Published

O'BRIEN LED IN SCORING

Sophomore Forward Made 127 Points; Freshmen Led By Peterson

Fred P. Feustel '33 and Adam J. Sysko '33 were elected co-captains of the 1932-33 varsity basketball team, it was announced at the annual dinner held in the North Hall of Walker Memorial last Saturday night. Both men have played as regulars for the past two seasons, after starting on their freshman team three seasons ago. Feustel has played forward, with the exception of the first few games this season, while Sysko is a regular guard. Before "Stomper" Kelleher, and Jim Alexander, the Hangar Gym guardian, were tendered gifts in recognition of their help during the past year. Captain Harry Alexander, the Hangar Gym guardian, will continue to manage the interclass contests About 90 per cent of the winter sports are devoted to interclass contests. It will probably be similar to the series of contests which were run off last year; each team will play all other con-
testants twice, or six games for each team, making the total number of games to be played twelve.

BASEBALL MEETING HELD LAST FRIDAY

Interclass Games Are Proposed And Managers Appointed At Gathering

Last Friday afternoon in Room 1-331 a meeting was held for the purpose of arranging a series of interclass baseball games, and indirectly to discuss the chances of forming a varsity team at Tech. The meeting was in charge of William R. Schneider, Jr. '32, who will manage the Advisory Council of baseball. Albert Effes may be present at the meeting. Managers were appointed for each class team, and the interclass schedule was dis-
cussed. It will probably be similar to the series of contests which was run off last year; each team will play all other con-
testants twice, or six games for each team, making the total number of games to be played twelve.

Individuals]

Baffled Einstein Puzzles

Prof on Matter of Matter

To those, interested or not, in the 845 Club, the Little did-bit which emerged yesterday may or may not be enlightening.

Professor Matter, in demonstrat-
ing the limitations of matter, de-

temned the class that one could confine a bird within a walled box, with food and water, and leave the poor thing there for a hundred years. At the end of that time, the
time of the whole would be too

The second one of our inventive little genii, who think of every-
thing to put to the embarrassed

Professor of Matter.
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## C A L E N D A R

**Tuesday, March 29**

12:00 p.m. — *Dr. Francis S. Dallenbaugh, Jr.* will address the Physical Society in Room 4-270. Subject: "General Relations Between Electrical Engineering and Physics.

**Wednesday, March 30**

10:00 a.m. — *Spring Track Rally in Room 0-970. Motion pictures will be shown.

## SPORTS DESK

Nor is it unlikely that Cal Major and Captain Ericson take their gymnasts in the intercollegiate meets this year. Indeed, one day after another we will see them against the best in the East.

Many envious hands have been raised to know the secret of their success, and many a thought has been directed to the property of the vanity House. The third vacated by the house has been to the traffic of the freshmen, cares possibly to one of the freshmen himself.

Liu- — ' Call |

## UNDERGRADUATE NOTICES

WRESTLING BARON

Men eligible to go to the wrestling matches at the University of Southern California—sign up with the coach or one of the managers before Thursday at 4:00 p.m.

## THE TECH

**Monday, March 29, 1932**

**LACROSSE MEN BOW IN PRACTICE MATCH HELD LAST SATURDAY**

**Loose To Boston College Club By 5-1 At Coolidge**

Technology's handsome squad, seventh-handpicked by the absence of several stars, bounced to the Boston College Club's 5-1 victory at the Coolidge rink last Saturday. These losses were so short of concern that the coach, Captain B. R. Robins, was found in place for — even for applause.

Carnation "Beryl" of the Bluejackets presented him from being that on the second game. The fragrance of the bouquet was short and was the bright spot of the Beryl's attack. Baltimore of the variegate was the game of the year, however, with three goals to his credit. These stars of last year's institute team, Sydney, White, and Lawton, were unable to play because of illness, Wright.

---

**Here's One Smoke for MEN**

It's the little girls up with their cigarettes who have developed the cigarette smokers with their own pockets and their own wallet. The pack that you used to go for in a REAL MAN'S SMOKER.

---

**EDGEBOROUGH SMOKING TOBACCO**

Edgeworth is a blend of old tobaccos, with its own rich aroma of, and, the world's distinctive smoking pleasure. It will produce a pleasure so unique that you will be compelled to buy it. In buying Edgeworth you are buying a product where in two finishers the Edgeworth name is blended with and Emery. All sizes, 100's, 10 pack and cellophane packed. For complete sample.